ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
A planar parallel cable driven mechanism (PPCDM) consists of a moving platform (MP) and a fixed frame, which wrench-closure workspace, cable-driven robot, conic section, 3-RPR robot, singularity, boundary.
are connected with multiple cables, as shown in Fig. 1 . The cables and the moving platform are assumed to be contained in the same plane. The moving-platform pose in this plane is controlled by winding and unwinding the cables. Each cable is wound around an actuated reel fixed to the base and attached to the moving platform at its other end. Forces on the moving platform are obtained by pulling on the cables with the servo controlled reels. Since the cables can be wound onto reels over long lengths, the workspace of a cable-driven mechanism can be larger than that of a conventional parallel mechanism. However, this is only a potential advantage, since the workspace of a PPCDM is further limited by the inability of cables to push on the moving platform. Indeed, there generally exists many poses inside this workspace for which the cables cannot balance all applied wrenches because at least one of them would have to push on the platform. The wrench-closure workspace (WCW) is the poses for which all applied wrenches are feasible. An applied wrench is said to be feasible if it can be balanced by a set of a non-negative cable tensions. This is a special case of the wrench-feasible workspace (WFW), which is the set of poses of the moving platform for which a set of allowable cable tensions can balance any applied wrench within a given set.
The WCW of cable-driven parallel mechanisms has been studied in several research works. A necessary condition for the WCW to exist is that the number of cables be greater than the number of degrees of freedoms of the moving platform [1] - [2] . This condition is necessary to avoid negative tensions in the cable. For parallel cable-driven mechanisms, with more cables than the number of degrees of freedoms of the moving platform, the WCW depends only on the geometry of the mechanism, i.e, the locations of attachment points on the fixed frame and on the moving platform.
Many existing works deal with the limitation of the workspace of parallel cable-driven robots induced by the unilateral nature of the forces applied by the cables on the mobile platform. Most of them propose methods allowing to determine the workspace of these robots, for instance, by means of a discretization method [3] or by a symbolic method [4] .
In the discretization method, an assumed superset of the workspace is first discretized. This gives a set of poses, which are then tested one by one to see whether each of them lie in the WCW. Unlike the discretization method, the symbolic method consists in computing the boundaries of the WCW and determining which side of each boundary corresponds to the WCW. Evidently, this method is more reliable than the discretization method, which can be considered as an estimation method, because there may exist some points between validated mesh points that lie outside the WCW. Moreover, because symbolic expressions of the WCW boundaries are readily available, the symbolic method is generally significantly faster than the dicretization method. In this paper we are mainly interested in the symbolic method.
Several research works can be found about the symbolic method. Stump and Kumar [4] derive limiting conditions that allows to compute symbolic expressions for the boundary of the wrench-closure workspace. They use the semi-definite programming tools to obtain these symbolic (analytic) expressions. Gouttefarde and Gosselin [5] - [6] present a detailed analysis of the constant-orientation wrench-closure workspace (COWCW) of planar parallel mechanisms and propose theorems that characterize the poses of the WCW of a planar cable-driven mechanism. They show that the boundary of this workspace is composed of conic sections. Apparently, these conic sections can be any of the three types, i.e., hyperbola, parabola and ellipse.
The main goal of this paper is to shed light on the relationship between the geometry of a PPCDM and the types of conic sections forming the boundary of its COWCW. In particular we shall provide a graphical method, which allows to determine the types of conic section without any calculations. Since the proposed method, involves some geometic constructions, we also provide some sufficient conditions that can be assessed from mere inspection in many instances of PPCDMs.
These new results may be used by the designer of a PPCDM to quickly analyze various geometries. Moreover, the insight provided in this paper being completely general, they are regarded as contribution to the theory of parallel cable-driven mechanisms. Finally, since the kinematics of the planar 3-RPR parallel manipulators involve the same geometry and matrix as the kinetostatics of PPCDMs, the results presented in this paper apply equally to both mechanisms. This significantly extends the reach of the proposed graphical method.
The paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we develop the kinetostatic equations of PPCDMs and formally define the WCW of these robots. We demonstrate the analogy between the 3-RPR planar parallel robots and PPCDMs with three cables in section 3. In section 4, the shapes of the COWCW of PPCDMs are presented. Section 5 gives the conditions determining the shapes of the COWCW boundary segments and their associated geometrical interpretations. Based on these interpretations, equivalent conditions are presented in section 6 to determine the types of conic sections. In section 7, we propose a graphical method to determine the types of conic sections that compose the boundary segments of the COWCW. Finally, in section 8, we illustrate the proposed method with an example. The first step to the analysis of the boundaries of the WCW for a planar parallel cable-driven mechanism is the definition of its kinetostatic model. This is done in the next section.
Kinetostatic Model
A planar cable-driven mechanism is schematically shown in Fig. 2 . It consists of a MP that is connected by m cables to m fixed points A i , i = 1, . . . , m. Cable i is attached to the MP at B i , and winds at A i around an actuated reel. In order to analyse the motion of the MP, we have to consider two frames: the reference frame A, which is fixed to the base, and the moving frame B, which is attached to a reference point of the MP. We use the following notation for the analysis of a generic planar cable-driven parallel mechanism:
• Vector a i ∈ R 2 represents the position of the actuated reel A i in the fixed frame A;
• Vector b i ∈ R 2 is a constant vector and represents the position of the attachment point B i of the i th cable in frame B ;
• Vector p ∈ R 2 , which is expressed in A, represents the position of the point P with respect to point O;
• Vector c i points from B i to A i , and represents the length of the i th cable;
• φ is the angle between the fixed axis X and the moving axis X .
The wrench applied at P, the origin of the moving frame by the i th cable is
where f i and n i are the force and moment about P produced by the i th cable. Since the exerted force is parallel to its corresponding cable and its related moment is perpendicular to the plane, their mathematical expressions are
where u i and t i are the unit vector along c i and the tension in cable i, respectively. Here, Q is the rotation matrix taking the fixed frame onto the moving frame, and is given by
where, E = 0 −1 1 0 and 1 2×2 ∈ R 2×2 is the identity matrix.
If we denote the length of cable i as l i , then the unit vector u i can be expressed as
If we assume that points A i and B i do not coincide, then the wrench applied to the platform by cable i is v i t i , with v i defined as
Notice that v i is the representation of the line supporting cable i in Plücker coordinates. Equation (6) shows that v i is only a function of the geometric parameters of the mechanism. Note that t i should always be non-negative for the cables to remain in tension. If we define the wrench matrix and tension vector of the mechanism as
respectively, then the static equilibrium equation for the moving platform is given by the following equation
in which w P is the wrench applied on the MP at P by all external forces and moments. These external loads may include gravity forces, for example.
Definition of the Wrench-Closure Workspace
The WCW of parallel cable-driven mechanisms can be defined as the set of poses for which ∀w P ∈ R 3 , ∃ t ∈ R m | t 0 m and Wt = w P , where the symbol denotes the componentwise strict inequality. In order to find a valid tension vector t for a given pose, we need to solve the linear system of equations given by eq. (8) . From linear algebra, we know that the vector sum of any solution of eq. (8) with a vector in the null space of W is again a solution to eq. (8) [7] . In other words, if we consider t and t ⊥ as a solution of eq. (8) and a vector in the null space of W, respectively, then vector t defined as
is also a solution of eq. (8).
For t ⊥ whose components are all (strictly) positive, we can add a sufficiently large scalar multiple λ of this vector to any particular solution t of eq. (8) to obtain a cable-tension vector t with positive components. Therefore, in order to see whether a given pose is inside the WCW of the mechanism, we need to verify whether there exists a set of positive tensions such that
where 0 3 is the three-dimensional zero vector. In other words, we need to solve the following feasibility problem for each pose of the MP:
Therefore, the WCW of a PPCDM is the set of poses for which eq. (11) is satisfied.
Singularities of 3-RPR Planar Parallel Mechanisms
One of the simplest parallel robots is the 3-RPR planar robot, where R and P stand for revolute and prismatic joints, respectively. It is symmetric and composed of three identical legs connecting the fixed base to the end-effector triangle as shown in Fig. 3 . Each leg is of RPR design, with two passive revolute joints and an active prismatic joint in between. Using the notation already defined in section 2 we obtain the following expression for the length of the i th prismatic joint of these 
The differentiation of eq. (12) giveṡ
where
is the Jacobian matrix of the robot. Substituting eq. (6) in eq. (15) gives
To find the singularities of these robots we need to solve the following equation
1 Notice that a 1 = b 1 = 0 2 in Fig. 3 .
One can verify that J is the transpose of the wrench matrix of a PPCDM with three cables. Equation (17) is analogous to the equation of conic sections forming the boundary of the COWCW as it is presented in the following section. Hence the proposed method in this paper can be applied to 3-RPR planar robots to find their singularities as we explain in the next section.
Shapes of the Segments of the Boundary of COWCW of PPCDMs
Gouttefarde and Gosselin [5] proved that the boundary of the constant-orientation WCW (COWCW) of a PPCDM is composed of segments of conic sections. The mathematical expressions of these conic sections, are obtained in terms of p by computing the determinant of a 3×3 matrix, which is obtained by choosing three distinct columns of the wrench matrix W. If we call the selected columns p, q and r, then the related conic section equation is given by
Expanding eq. (18) and rewriting it in matrix form leads to
where D pqr ∈ R 2×2 is symmetric indefinite, h pqr ∈ R 2 , and f pqr ∈ R. Notice that all the elements of D pqr , h pqr and also scalar f pqr , are functions of φ and the geometric parameters of the given mechanism, a i and b i , i = 1, . . . , m.
Conditions for Determining the Types of Conic Sections of the Boundaries of the COWCW
From calculus, we know that the type of a conic section is recognized by the sign of its discriminant, det(D pqr ). Therefore, the following relations allow us to recognize the type of the conic section:
Notice that for some values of elements of D pqr , h pqr and f pqr these conic sections can degenerate to a line. For a constant orientation angle the discriminant of eq. (19) is given by
One can verify that variables α and β represent twice of the oriented areas [8] of the triangles A and B made by vertices A p , A q , A r and B p , B q , B r , respectively. As depicted in Fig. 4 , the
Positive 
Using eq. (23), expressions of the variables defined in eq. (22) can be rewritten as
Note that γ in eq. (24) can be written in different forms. We will use the "oriented area function" later in this paper.
Equivalent Conditions for Determining the Types of Conic Sections
An investigation of eq. (21) shows that the discriminant has a direct relation with the orientations of the triangles, i.e, the signs of α and β. We propose the following lemmas. Lemma 1. If triangles A and B have opposite orderings, then the conic section is a hyperbola.
Proof. When triangles A and B have opposite orderings, then α and β have opposite signs, and αβ < 0, so that the discriminant is positive. Therefore, in such a case, the associated conic section is always a hyperbola.
Lemma 2. If one or both of the triangles A and B degenerate into a line then the conic section is a hyperbola or parabola.
Proof. When one or both the triangles degenerate into a line, then α β = 0. Consequently, the discriminant is non-negative and the boundary is a parabola or a hyperbola. If one of the triangles degenerates into a point, which means that the three corresponding attachment points coincide, then the discriminant is zero, and the shape of the COWCW boundary is that of a parabola.
For the case in which two triangles have the same orientation, α β >0, additional work is required to recognize the sign of the discriminant in eq. (20). For such cases, we define the triangle C p C q C r obtained through the homotopy of A p A q A r onto B p B q B r while vertices A p and B p coincide. Hence the vertices of this triangle are obtainable by the following equations.
where µ is a free parameter. Notice that the variables defined in eq. (22) are translation invariant. Consequently, shifting the origins of these frames to A p and B p has no effect on these variables. Therefore, we can consider the origins of the reference and moving frames to coincide with vertices A p and B p , which, in turn, means that a p = b p = 0 2 . Figure 5 shows the triangles A, B, whose vertices A p and B p coincide at the origin. One of their linear combinations C is also shown, which corresponds to µ = 0.4. In general, the area of triangle C can be given by the following equations 
which is quadratic in variable µ. Interestingly, the discriminant of eq. (27) (28) Therefore, in order to determine the types of the conic sections forming the boundary, we must find out how many times A C = 0, that is, how many times the triangle C degenerates into a line segment.
In order to obtain graphical conditions equivalent to those of eq. (28), we define the following function:
Notice that we have the relation A(c p ) = A C , so that A(p) may be regarded as the area of triangle C, where left the position of vertex C p as a free variable. Since c q and c r are linear in µ, A(p) is a quadratic equation of this parameter. The discriminant of eq. (29) is given by
where α(p), β(p) and γ(p) are affine functions of p and are given by following equation
Equation (30) is a quadratic function of p. Hence ∆(p) = 0 represents a conic section. Interestingly the discriminant of this equation is always equal to zero which means it is a parabola. Also notice that ∆(c p ) = A C . This leads to the following lemma.
Lemma 3. The type of conic section composing the boundary of the COWCW can be determined from the following conditions:
Open tetragon Figure 6 . Two triangles of a selected set of base and moving-platform points, with their corresponding parabola
To clarify outside and inside of the parabola, notice that when there are two possible tangent lines to the parabola passing through c p then it is outside, when there is just one then it is on the parabola otherwise it is inside. Figure 6 shows the triangles A and B depicted in Fig. 5 with their corresponding parabola ∆(p) = 0. In this case C p is located outside the parabola, and the conic section corresponding to the two triangles is a hyperbola. Figure 6 leads to the following intuitive reasoning. Since the area inside the parabola is generally smaller than the area outside the parabola, although both of them extend to infinity, the most probable type of boundary of a random PPCDM geometry should be the hyperbola, and the least probable type, the parabola. In practice, this conjecture seems to be verified.
A special case of interest happens when all the edges of triangle A are parallel to their corresponding edges on triangle B. This, in turn, means that a j − a p = λ (b j − a j ), j={q,r} where λ ∈ R is a real number. Substituting these relations in eq. (22) proves that for such cases the discriminant is zero and the corresponding boundary segment is a parabola.
From a computational standpoint, the conditions of Lemma 3 do not bring any improvement over those of eq. (20). Nevertheless, these new conditions can be exploited in order to obtain a graphical solution to the problem, as we show in the following section.
Graphically Determining the Types of Conic Sections
Let us call the lines passing through vertices {A r , A q },
as depicted in Fig. 6 . Then we propose the following lemma:
Lemma 4. All lines L i , i = 1, . . . , 4 are tangent to the parabola,
Proof. The first step to prove Lemma 4 is finding the intersection point(s) of the lines with the parabola. In order to find the intersection points of line L i , i = 1, . . . , 4 with the parabola, we need to solve the following system of equations.
where and at this intersection point the following equation is satisfied.
where d i is the direction vector of line L i . This proves that all lines L i , i = 1 . . . 4 are tangent to the parabola.
According to Lambert's theorem [9] the circumcircle of a triangle formed by three tangents to a parabola passes through the focus of the parabola. Hence, if we consider triangles made by
intersect in two points, one of which is the intersection of lines L 1 and L 2 the other is the focus point of the parabola. Because of geometrical properties of the parabola, when a line segment between the focus point and the directrix line is perpendicular to a given tangent line, is divided into two equal line segment by the tangent line [10] . As depicted in Fig. (7) the line segment FE is divided into two equal line segment (FT = T E ) by the tangent line L i . This in turn, means the intersection point is the reflect point of the focus point about the tangent line. Since line L 1 and L 2 are tangent lines, we can find two points of directrix line based on above mentioned property and find the directrix. Also, since a parabola is the locus of a point which moves so that it is always the same distance from the focus point and the directrix so if the origin O locates on the parabola its distance from the focus point and the directrix is the same. If it is outside the parabola its distance from the focus point is greater than its distance from the directrix line. This fact is consistent with the conditions in eq. (32). Now we summarize the above mentioned method as a graphical algorithm to determine the type of the boundary segment of the COWCW for a selected set of fixed and moving attachment points of a PPCDM. 5. The parabola focus point F is one of the two intersection points of C 1 and C 2 . The other is the intersection point of lines A r A q and B r B q . 6. Reflect F about lines A r A q and B r B q , respectively, to obtain points F A and F B . 7. Trace the the parabola directrix, which is the line through F A and F B . 8. If the origin O is closer to the directrix than the focus point, then the corresponding conic section is a hyperbola. If the origin O is at equal distances from the focus point and the directrix, then the conic section is a parabola. If the origin O is closer to the focus point F than the directrix, then it is an ellipse.
It is also possible to determine the type of conic section just by a mere inspection, according to eq. (32). If C P (origin) is outside of the open tetragon formed by tangent lines and contains the parabola then the conic section type is a hyperbola. If C P is inside then the corresponding conic section is an ellipse. For the depicted example in Fig.6 this open tetragon passes through B r ,B q and A q and C p is outside of this tetragon, so the type of conic section for this example is a hyperbola. Notice that for some special cases like when edges A r A q and B r B q are parallel or line L 2 passes through A q the parabola will degenerate to a line and one or both of the circles will be missed and the proposed method cannot be applied for such cases. In the following section the proposed method is illustrated by an example. In this section we apply the proposed method to find the type of a conic section composing a portion of the boundary of the PPCDM with four cables and a triangular moving platform shown in Fig (8) . The locations of the fixed and moving attachment points are chosen as a 1 = 0 2 , a 2 = 6 0 T , a 3 = 7 5 T ,
Example
For this case we will have 4 3 = 4 possible combinations of three cables, each corresponding to one conic section. We consider the cables 1, 2 and 4 to illustrate the proposed algorithm, i.e. we choose p = 1, q = 2, and r = 4. Obviously, for the other combinations, the proposed algorithm can be applied in the same manner. As can be seen from Fig. 8 , the ordering of A 1 A 2 A 4 and their corresponding attachment points on the moving platform B 1 B 2 B 4 are both in the counter clockwise direction. Hence both of these triangles have the same orientation. Figure  6 shows the corresponding parabola and tangent lines defined in section 6 for the selected attachment points. The application of the proposed algorithm is depicted in Fig. 9 . First we draw the triangles A and B with their vertices A 1 and B 1 coinciding at the origin O. For the second step we draw lines L i , i = 1, . . . , 4 , defined in 7. Lines L 1 and L 2 intersect at point P AB . In the third step we draw the circles C r , passing through A 4 , B 4 , P AB , and C q , passing through A 2 , B 2 , P AB . These circles intersect at two points. One of them is P AB , and the other one is focus point F of the parabola. Next step is to find the points F A and F B which are the reflected points of F about lines L 1 and L 2 , respectively.
The line passing through these two points is the directrix of the parabola. The last step is to find the distances from the origin to the directrix line and focus point. 
Conclusions
A graphical method was proposed to determine the types of conic sections forming the boundary of the constant orientation wrench-closure workspace of a planar parallel cable-driven mechanism. This method may help designers to achieve their desired type of conic sections forming the boundary of the constant orientation wrench-closure workspace. It was also shown that these conic sections have a direct relation with the geometry and ordering of the fixed and moving attached points. In fact, the proposed method provides a quick and effective tool to determine the types of conic sections forming the boundary of the constant-orientation wrench-closure workspace of planar parallel cable driven mechanisms. This method can also be applied to find the singularities of 3-RPR planar parallel robots because of the analogy between the Jacobian matrix of these robots with the wrench matrix of planar parallel cable-driven
P AB Figure 9 . Graphical algorithm applied to determine the type of conic section of two triangles depicted in Fig. 6 mechanisms with three cables. It is hoped that the results reported here can lead to the development of a graphical method for tracing the boundaries of the constant orientation wrench-closure workspace of a given planar parallel mechanism. However, because of the intricate equations involved, this task appears to be extremely challenging.
